
WALL R600 CUMBRIA BEECH *

FLOOR R645 BECKETT MAPLE *  

* Design is also available in a  
Loose Lay and Rigid Core Click format



R876 FERGANA WALNUT *

* Design is also available in a  
Loose Lay and Rigid Core Click format



EXPLORE ALL SURFACES
Evoke a sense of comfort and tranquility with Avara 2mm luxury vinyl. Intended for 

floor and wall applications, these versatile designs nurture relaxation with a vignette 

of home in commercial and multi-family environments.



FLOOR
With a home-like ambiance in mind, Avara offers 23 luxury vinyl options from soft wood grains to contemporary 

planks. Available in 6” x 36” and 7.25” x 48” planks, these hand-selected flooring designs provoke a balance for  

commercial environments and multi-family spaces.

A selection of 2mm plank designs are also available in Rigid Core Click with an acoustic backing (6mm total thickness) 

and 5mm Loose Lay formats, offering sound reduction qualities and ease of installation and maintenance.



R874 CAROLINA WALNUT *

* Design is also available in a 
Loose Lay and Rigid Core Click format

WALL R663 SURREY OAK

FLOOR R634 LISBON WALNUT



W
AL

L
R674 HAMPTON OAK *

* Design is also available in a 
Loose Lay and Rigid Core Click format



CLASS A FIRE RATED FOR WALL USE

Designed for a visual impact beyond the floor, Avara’s LVT designs are Class A fire rated for vertical applications in interior spaces like 

restaurants, hotels or boutique stores. Choose from striking wood species to create movement and intrigue on an accent wall, or select 

a coordinating design on the floor for a seamless flow from the ground up. 

R872 MORAINE WALNUT *

* Design is also available in a 
Loose Lay and Rigid Core Click format



MIX & MATCH
With a balance of color and tone throughout the collection, Avara designs thrive when paired together.  

Mix and match 2mm products in an interior space for an innovative design, both on the floor and on the wall.



R810 MALAY TEAK 
R872 MORAINE WALNUT *
R876 FERGANA WALNUT *

* Design is also available in a 
Loose Lay and Rigid Core Click format

R611 SKYLAND PINE
R634 LISBON WALNUT
R645 BECKETT MAPLE *

R682 HALLE CEDAR *

* Design is also available in a 
Loose Lay and Rigid Core Click format



THE DIFFERENCE
Parterre has been the leader in crafting plank and tile flooring and surfaces with a strong focus on clarity, 

durability and stability by utilizing our unique production process, the Hot Press Method.

For Avara Luxury Vinyl Floor & Wall products, the Hot Press Method uses high heat and pressure to fuse 

together the wear layer and multiple layers of backing. Each backing layer is rotated to create a locking 

system that helps with stabilization, making it less prone to reshaping and resizing. The high heat and 

pressure from the hot press preserves clarity to the wear layer, allowing for more realistic designs and 

embossings. The result is a quality-crafted, premium vinyl flooring and surface.

STURDY, SOUND-ABSORBING BACKING

*Image based on 2mm luxury vinyl plank and tile construction.

DURABLE, CLEAR WEAR LAYER WITH
PROTECTIVE POLYURETHANE COATING

AUTHENTIC
FILM DESIGN



TEST DATA
Avara Luxury Vinyl flooring shall meet requirements of ASTM-F 1700 

for composition, size, thickness, squareness, flexibility, dimensional 

stability, and resistance to chemicals. ASTM-E648 for Class 1 Critical 

Radiant Flux of 0.45 watts/cm2 or greater; ASTM-E662 for Smoke 

Generation of not greater than 450; and ASTM-D2047 for Slip  

Resistance and compliance with ADA recommendations. Parterre 

flooring is indoor air quality certified, conforming to California  

Specification 1350. All LVT from the Avara collection are FloorScore® 

certified.

CLASS A FIRE RATED FOR WALL USE

CUSTOM VARIATIONS
Custom sizes, colors, designs, surface embossings and finishes are

available. Custom orders are subject to minimum order requirements.

For complete technical information and instructions, visit

parterreflooring.com or call 888.338.1029.

Avara’s products are ASTM-E84 Class A fire rated for use on walls.

2MM PLANK SPECIFICATIONS

Product Thickness: 2mm

Wear Layer: 10 mil.

Finish: Polyurethane Protective Coating

Warranty - Floor: 15-Year Residential / 6-Year Light Commercial

Warranty - Wall: 10-Year Commercial & Residential

™



View the full collection at: parterreflooring.com/avara

888.338.1029


